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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

An  optimal  day-ahead  operation  planning  procedure  for  Microgrids  (MGs)  integrating  Electric  Vehicles
(EVs)  in  vehicle-to-grid  (V2G)  configuration  is described  in  this  work.  It aims  to  determine  the  day-
ahead  operation  plan  by solving  a non-linear  optimization  procedure  involving  daily  cost  and  subject  to
dynamic  operating  constraints.  The  day-ahead  operation  plan  aims  to minimize  MG  operation  daily  costs,
according  to suitable  load  demand  and  source  availability  forecast,  in the presence  of  an  EV  aggregator.
In  order  to  account  for  possible  economic  relationships  between  the EV  aggregator  and  the  MG  operator,
two  different  objective  functions  are  considered.  In  order  to investigate  the  influence  of  EV  aggregator
role  on  MG  optimal  operation  management  in different  frameworks,  the  proposed  approach  is  applied
to  a test  MG  taking  into  account  residential  or commercial  customers’  load  and  EV  exploitation  profiles.

© 2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

The integration of large amount of distributed energy resources
and of Electric Vehicles (EVs) has introduced several challenges to
the planning and operation of modern electric power system [1].
The lack of coordination of Distributed Generation (DG) sources and
EV charge/discharge can give rise to issues such as reverse flows,
unintentional islanding, overloads. To cope with these concerns,
Microgrids (MGs) able to integrate DG technologies, Energy Storage
Systems (ESSs) and charging station, as well as electric and thermal
loads, are more and more employed [2,3]. The recent diffusion of
EVs in Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) configuration, along with station tech-
nological improvement, has also shifted EV role from heavy loads
to small-sized distributed virtual generator. V2G scheme can be
adopted for providing regulation services to the distribution grid,
as illustrated in Refs. [4–9], whereas the influence of V2G system
on MG operation is evaluated in Refs. [10–13].

The EV charging process (or energy exchange in V2G configu-
ration) can be optimally managed in order to provide economic
benefit to EV owners and to support MG  operation, particularly
when a fleet constituted by several EVs is plugged into the grid
simultaneously at the same connection point [14]. In this case, the
MG operator interacts with vehicle fleets through EV aggregators,
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which provide appropriate control of the parked vehicles and their
interaction with the grid [15]. The EV aggregator is in charge of per-
forming the “smart charging” service, by exploiting time flexibility
given by the difference between needed charging time and park-
ing time to provide grid services and meet the needs of the driver
[16]. The EV aggregator performs the smart charging service by
determining how and when each vehicle is to be charged, thereby
providing a demand-dispatch service to a utility or grid operator
[17].

One of the main goals of MG  operator is to elaborate a suit-
able operation plan in the day-ahead horizon, in order to program
its units accounting for economic burdens, environmental impact
and reliability issues [18,19,20]. For the development of procedures
for MG day-ahead operation planning, different approaches are
present in literature to take into account the variability of PV and
wind production, load demand, energy prices, EV parking inter-
vals and energy requirements. A distinction can be made among
stochastic methods accounting for possible deviations of fore-
casts with proper probability distribution functions (pdfs) [21–23],
procedures based on the generation of different scenarios with
relevant probability [24–28], and methodologies based on deter-
ministic data [33–39]. The proposed approach falls in this last
field, i.e. considering as inputs the most probable value of the
forecasts of different quantities subject to prediction instead of
decision, since it represents the most realistic form to determine
plans to be implemented by actual SCADA in MGs. For this rea-
son, advanced prediction methods should be accounted [40,41,42],
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that are beyond the scope of the paper. Moreover, even exploiting
stochastic methods (e.g. chance constrained, robust optimization,
. . .),  the presence of variation during operation outside the pdfs or
not considered in scenarios will cause a different behaviour with
respect to the plan. It should be observed that the risk reduction
due to stochastic optimization is not remarkable in this case with
respect to a deterministic procedure with suitable operation mar-
gins of the devices [36]. Therefore a second-stage procedure, closer
to real time operation and entrusted to cope with those variations,
operating over shorter time intervals (e.g. an hour or a group of
hours) and accounting for even faster variations (down to minutes
or some seconds), should be carried out as indicated also in Refs.
[11,29–32,33,35,38,43].

In this paper, a procedure for MG operation planning able to
integrate EV fleet management is carried out adopting a non-linear
daily cost minimization subject to dynamic operating constraints.
With respect to analogous multiobjective approaches, based on
suitably forecasted generation of renewable-based sources and
load demand [44–47], the proposed optimization procedure fur-
ther allows to assess benefits from EV fleet in V2G configuration, by
accounting the EV aggregator role. In particular, it is envisaged that
MG operator and EV aggregator could be either separate entities
or represent a unique entity, implying different objectives for MG
operator during the elaboration of the optimal plan. The method-
ology is applied to a test MG  including several devices for electric
and thermal power production and storage, along with V2G sys-
tems, in charge to satisfy energy needs at premises of residential or
commercial users, where the presence of EVs is creating new oppor-
tunities for the implementation of MG  [48,49] and the constitution
of EV aggregator can be conceived.

The following novelty issues of this work can be pointed out:

- The influence of V2G technology for EV fleet in the frame of MG
for thermal and electric energy supply;

- The adoption of realistic models for energy storage devices and
combined heat and power systems;

- The analysis of different interactions between EV aggregator and
MG operator on techno-economic basis;

- A particular care on EV use patterns according to the different
users.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, a formalization of device models and of MG  operation planning
problem is included. Section 3 is devoted to the explanation of test
system and to the illustration and discussion of simulation results.
Concluding remarks are discussed in Section 4.

2. MG operation planning

2.1. Modeling of MG  devices

The setup of a proper formulation starts from modelling of
the involved energy equipment. Different kinds of devices can be
individuated: fuel-based energy production systems (caring for
electricity or thermal energy, or even both in cogeneration layout),
renewable-based generation devices, energy storage systems, grid
connection, EVs, energy consumption. In order to represent the
time variation of energy flows, the daily horizon is divided in Nt
time steps with a time width of �t  each, typically ranging between
5 min  to 1 h [50], compatibly with granularity of day-ahead fore-
cast methods ensuring acceptable uncertainty levels [40,41,42].
Since MG-sized devices react to power reference variations reach-
ing the required condition in some seconds [51,52], the adoption
of static models allows a powerful representation of the devices in
the described time steps without losing accuracy.

In particular, the i-th fuel-based production device can work at
any electric production level P (i, t), within its technical features,
although fuel procurement is incurred and local emissions are pro-
duced. Therefore, its operation can be characterized by determining
fuel consumption F (i, t) and emission amount E (i, t) and bounding
production level through the following relations:

F (i, t) = �t  · P (i, t)
f v (i) · �E (P (i, t))

(1.a)

E (i, t) = ε (P (i,  t)) · �t · P (i, t) (1.b)

Pm (i) ≤ P (i, t) ≤ PM (i) (1.c)

where f v(i) represents fuel heating value, and electric efficiency
�E (P (i, t)) depends on power production level through a poly-
nomial function. Since emissions are related to fuel energy
consumption, emission factor ε (P (i,  t)) is inversely proportional to
electric efficiency, i.e. ε (P (i,  t)) = kε (i)/�E (P (i, t)), where kε (i) is
a constant factor depending of the technology of the i-th fuel-based
production device. Moreover Pm (i) and PM (i) stand for minimum
and maximum power output, respectively. The use of discrete vari-
ables for on-off status of generators accounting for experimental
nonlinear efficiency functions would involve MINLP formulation,
although it could not lead to feasible results [53] and does not
involve remarkable advantage with respect to NLP. Therefore, the
proposed NLP formulation allows to ensure convergence and to lose
as low information as possible.

In the case of simple thermal energy production, the previous
formulations keep valid by expressing the quantities in terms of
heat production level Q (i, t):

F (i, t) = �t  · Q (i, t)
f v (i) · �T (Q (i, t))

(2.a)

E (i, t) = εT (Q (i, t)) · �t  · Q (i, t) (2.b)

Qm (i) ≤ Q (i, t) ≤ QM (i) (2.c)

where thermal efficiency, �T (Q (i, t)), unitary emission factor per
thermal energy εT (Q (i, t)) (inversely proportional to thermal effi-
ciency) and minimum and maximum thermal power, Qm (i) and
QM (i) are considered.

For the representation of MG-sized cogeneration systems, a
direct correlation between electric power production P (i, t) and
heat production Q (i, t) is adopted, as suggested in Refs. [43,54,55],
that proves more appropriate than other possible representations,
such as feasible electricity-heat operating region reported in Ref.
[56]. Therefore, either electric or thermal power represent the deci-
sion variable, since the following relation holds:

Q (i, t) = �T (Q (i, t))
�E (P (i,  t))

·  P (i, t) (3)

As regards the r-th technology based on a non-programmable
renewable energy source (RES), e.g. wind, solar radiation, water
flow, relevant power production level P (r, t) or thermal production
level Q (r, t) can be obtained by forecasting source availability, and
accounting for the specific function of energy conversion, e.g. wind
turbine power related to speed and PV panel conversion according
to solar radiation and temperature effects [57].

Energy storage devices are characterized by internal state of
charge S (s, t). For the s-th storage system, this quantity is related to
electric power charge/discharge of the device (Pc (s, t) and Pd (s, t),
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